Summer!
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www.strickpraxis.wordpress.com

Made from a cotton sock yarn this airy model
is perfect for summer days. When starting
this pattern concentration is asked for, but
soon you will know it by heart.
Due to the cabling the pattern is less elastic
as it might seem, therefore more stitches
have to be cast on.

Material:
Gauge:
Size:

Sock yarn „Meilenweit Cotton“ by Lana Grossa, 460m=503yards/100g
Set of double pointed needles 2.25mm
32st x 40r = 10x10cm, 4x4 inches
European size 40, UK 5-7, US 7-9
For smaller feet, or if using a heavier weight yarn, omit one purl stitch in
each of the colons 9 and 18. (=64sts)

Pattern:
Cast on 64st with needles 2.25mm and close to the round. Be careful not to twist cast on edge.
Work a folded cuff with Picot edging as follows: knit 6 rds. Next rd: * k2tg, yo* to the end of
rd. Knit 7 rds. Fold cuff to the inside and, using a three needle bind off, knit sts together with
sts from the cast on edge.
Knit next rd and increase 2sts evenly per needle = 72sts. Continue according to the chart. Knit
rds 1-28 then repeat rd 1 once.
Work now your favourite heel over needles 1+4. For the heel flap decrease 2 sts by k2tg twice
= 34sts.
After finishing the heel continue to work in the rd over all stitches. Needles 1+4 hold the sole
stitches and are knit only. Needles 2+3 hold the instep stitches and are worked according to
the chart.
In the chart for the instep round 0 is the set-up round and is worked only once. Rounds 1 and
2 will be repeated continuously.
When the leg is the desired length work your favourite toe. Decrease evenly until 5 sts per
needle remain. With a tapestry needle graft stitches closed using Kitchener stitch.
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Mein Dank geht an Irenevienna für die Übersetzung!
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